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Organisational Scales

• Individual Map cell / clone
– Genetic diversity and phenotypic plasticity

• Individual host
– Dynamics of pathogen-immune response

• Individual herd
– Transmission between individuals

• Meta-herd
– Transmission between groups / herds

• Interspecies
• Where are the majority of Map cells?

– Which level is “most important” to Map



Long Term Dynamics

• JD incubation period dominates the
epidemiological time scales

– cf. TB, HIV-AIDS

• How?

– Immuno processes

– Determinants

– Can we influence it?



Meta-herd level

• No herd is immortal

• ~70% of US diary herds have evidence of
presence of Map
– Are the ~30% “free” always free?

– Herd distribution is a dynamic interplay between
• Introduction

• Establishment / persistence

• Fadeout

• What % of individuals are not exposed?

• What are the herd-level determinants of
individual animal infection and progression?



Study Design
• I will present the data and modelling results

from a field study conducted in the UK

• Intermediate study
– Not a small, targeted sample or large, cross-

sectional sample
• 154 farms enrolled, 114 agreed to sampling

• Longitudinal: 2002-2008
– 3 visits per farm, all adult cattle bled

• ~15,000 cattle and ~30,000 serum samples
• Map serology

– SVANOVIR® Para-TB-Ab; Svanova Biotech AB
– Indeterminate results were assigned as positive

(starting with the highest titres) or negative in
the same proportion as the determinate results



•121,247 CATTLE ON 154 FARMS – negative exponential
distribution of time on farm
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•LOG-NORMAL DISTRIBUTION OF NUMBER OF CATTLE
CONTACTED
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Longitudinal Herd Patterns

• There is considerable potential for
between herd transmission

– Many introductions

• The distribution of herds by Ab
prevalence is constant, but herds change
status

– Establishment and fadeout

• Thus, there is a meta-herd dynamic



Modelling

• We know animal movements, births and deaths
• We have serological status for all adults on three

occasions for 114 farms
• If we take a very basic disease transmission

framework together with observed demography,
how much pattern can we explain?
– Do we need to invoke herd differences?

• We develop a stochastic model which allows the
state of each individual to change
– Transmission rate dependent on the infection in the

herd
– The birth, movement and death of the animals is

known and included in the model framework



• Four classes of infection state

• Susceptible, low-shedding, high-
shedding and clinical

• L, H, C are infectious, and
seropositive with sensitivities 10%,
75% and 85%



Description Value Source
α1 progression rate L to H 1/1100 estimated

α2 progression rate H to C 1/2800 estimated (1/α1+1/α2=3650)

β1,dairy transmission rate from L 0.000784 estimated

β1,beef transmission rate from L 0.000754 estimated

β2,dairy transmission from H &C 0.00784 =10*β1 (Mitchell et al., 2008)

β2,beef transmission rate from H &C 0.00754 =10*β1 (Mitchell et al., 2008)

γ death rate from C 1/90d SAC (2001)

ε1 vertical transition from L &H 0.09 Whittington & Windsor, 2009

ε2 vertical transition rate from C 0.39 Whittington & Windsor, 2009

SeL test sensitivity for L 0.100 Whitlock et al. 2000

SeH test sensitivity for H 0.750 Whitlock et al. 2000

SeC test sensitivity for C 0.850 SAC (2001)

Sp test specificity 0.997



Diary Beef

• Simulated – bars; observed 

• Distribution of seroprevalence by farm
different for diary & beef

• Match data well

Farm distribution of seroprevalence



Farm and Individual Prediction

• the observed and simulated herd-level
distributions of seroprevalence match

• there is no correlation between herd’s
observed and simulated seroprevalences

• suggests that differences in
seroprevalence between herds are largely
owing to stochasticity (including factors
not included in the simulation) or could
be due to the poor sensitivity of tests
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Age profiles of seroprevalence

Diary Beef

• Simulated – bars; observed 

• Discrepancy because no explicit age effect
included
• Sensitivity does not increase with age, no minimum time in

each class
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herd
type

class within-herd
transmissions

between-herd
transmissions

transmission
ratio

dairy L 6589 46 143

H 60096 31 1939

C 1969 1 1969

beef L 3892 305 13

H 25787 161 160

C 796 3 265

Source of Infection

• Most between herd transmissions are L and H

• Within herd transmission higher in diary

• Between herd transmissions more common in
beef



Modelling Conclusions

• The basic model reproduces the observed
meta-herd patterns
– One transmission parameter fitted

– One progression rate fitted

• The difference between diary and beef herds is
explainable by
– Slightly reduced transmission in beef

– Differences in demography

• Lack of correlation at herd and individual levels
suggests that perhaps we are missing
something
– Herd factors, environmental contamination



General Conclusions

• Most transmission is preclinical

• Herd transitions happen, but at a slow rate

– Especially for beef herds

– Looks relatively constant to an average human

• Animal movement / demography are key
processes

– Sourcing of replacements vs. keeping more
young stock

– Elimination / control will require reduction of
between herd transmission



Contexts
• Immunology ↔ Epidemiology ↔ Economics ↔ 

Politics
• Diseases with high political profiles (eg FMD, bTB,

HIV, polio, rinderpest) have a special status
– Legal requirements: international treaty
– Government responsibility and funding: trade diseases

• Diseases with low political profiles (eg JD, BVDV,
Ascaris, lice, leptospirosis) form the majority of
disease, and the greatest economic and welfare loss
– No legal status
– No government responsibility and relatively little public

money: industry problems, production diseases

• “Exotic” and “Endemic” are self-reinforcing states
– diseases gain these states through historic routes



JD

• “Endemic” disease
– Little government funding, industry problem

• But, its at the top of the UK endemic list
in terms of political profile
– Potential zoonosis

• If JD is perceived to be a zoonosis, then it
will gain a high political profile
– Elimination / control will become possible

– This process has started in Europe

– We must be prepared!
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